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ECOMMERCE EUROPE’S PROPOSALS TO STIMULATE
CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE IN EUROPE     
Ecommerce Europe is the association representing 25,000+ companies selling goods and/or services online 
to consumers in Europe. Founded by leading national e-commerce associations, Ecommerce Europe is 
the voice of the e-commerce sector in Europe. Its mission is to stimulate cross-border e-commerce through 
lobbying for better or desired policy, by putting the e-commerce sector’s demands on the agenda of those 
designing the necessary standards and regulations, by offering a European platform bringing the Euro-
pean e-commerce sector and other stakeholders together, and by providing in-depth research data about 
European markets. Moreover, Ecommerce Europe provides more than 10,000 certified online companies 
across Europe with a European Trustmark label, with the aim of increasing consumers’ trust in cross-border 
purchases.

Digital changes the way consumers shop and the way consumers wish to receive their purchases. Nearly 
all growth in retail comes from e-commerce. The e-commerce sector is booming. However, the full potential 
of the European e-commerce market has not yet been reached. Today 65% of European internet users 
shop online, but only 16% of SMEs sell online - and less than half of those sell online across borders (7.5%). 

According to the preliminary results of the Cross-border E-Commerce Barometer 20161 (the Barometer, 
hereafter) legal frameworks, taxation systems (VAT) and logistics are still the top-3 barriers that online 
companies face daily when they sell cross-border in Europe (see below for more details). 

Ecommerce Europe wants to work together with all European stakeholders to rapidly remove remaining 
barriers in cross-border e-commerce. For policy makers this entails supporting market initiatives, abolishing 
superfluous regulation and only considering new regulatory structures if absolutely necessary. Also, any 
new legislative initiative should always be evidence-based, especially in the context of the ongoing discus-
sions on the role of online platforms and geo-blocking. Fundamental business freedoms - especially the 
freedom to provide goods and services throughout the European Union - should also apply in the digital 
world.

To tackle remaining barriers in cross-border e-commerce, Ecommerce Europe takes up its role in stimu-
lating this growth by developing initiatives such as a pan-European Trustmark to foster consumer trust in 
cross-border purchases. However, for Europe to fully benefit from the potential of this sector, action is also 
needed on the policy level. 

With this priority paper, Ecommerce Europe formulates market and policy proposals including action points 
for policy makers, online merchants and e-commerce industry suppliers, with the aim of stimulating cross-
border e-commerce.

1. Research realized by Ecommerce Europe in Q1 2016, amongst more than 500 e-commerce B2C companies in Europe. 
 Final report and figures to be published in April 2016 (tbc).

www.ecommerce-europe.eu
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CROSS-BORDER BARRIER 1: DIFFERING LEGAL 
FRAMEWORKS
Ecommerce Europe asks for full harmonization of legislation on privacy, data protection and 
consumer policies without creating additional burdens for the industry

According to the preliminary results of the Barometer, differing legal frameworks are still one of the most 
difficult barriers to overcome for 59% of the companies that sell cross-border. The situation seems to be 
getting compared to last year’s survey report of Ecommerce Europe (46%). Dealing with 28 different sets 
of rules for data protection, privacy, consumer and contract law does turn out to be burdensome for online 
merchants. Both businesses and consumers need a single rule for a Single European Market. 

A concrete example of a barrier can be found in the broad variety of privacy rules, resulting in high addi-
tional costs, overlapping requirements, conflicting implementations at national level and difficult enforce-
ment of laws across European Member States. For example, merchants who want to sell cross-border 
are forced to invest heavily in legal and IT system costs to adhere to privacy laws in different European 
countries. Differing consumer and contractual legislation is another example of a significant trade barrier, 
as especially SMEs risk overwhelming the consumer with many different information requirements and are 
prevented from providing a user-friendly, clean and simple experience. Companies selling cross-border also 
mentioned having specific issues related to product safety rules and labeling (i.e. energy labeling).

Description: Perceived level of difficulty for companies selling cross-border.

Source: Ecommerce Europe, Preliminary analysis of the Cross-border E-commerce Barometer 2016.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON CONSUMER POLICIES2

1. Full harmonization and a real Single Market for all cross-border sales (the potential role of the 
Digital Contract Proposals)
Ecommerce Europe strongly believes in full harmonization of legal frameworks for cross-border sales in 
Europe and does not see any need for different provisions for online and offline shops as this would only 
lead to more confusion. A real Single Market needs uniform regulation for all distance cross-border sales, 
be it online or offline, including the sale of tangible goods, services and digital content. 

Any new legislative proposal only applicable to the online cross-border sale of tangible goods or digital 
content would lead to a fragmented legal framework. As a result, this would increase costs for sellers 
that use multiple sales channels (online and offline, cross-channel, etc.), offer domestic and cross-border 
sales or offer in their stores tangible goods and/or services and digital content. In a modern retail sector, 
all combinations can and will be potentially offered by a shop. Such a shop would be confronted with 
the undesirable and very complex situation where it has to treat customers from abroad differently than 
domestic customers, and online customers differently than offline customers. 

The Consumer Rights Directive (CRD) provides for an almost fully harmonized legal framework for the 
online B2C sale of goods, services and digital content. However, the CRD does not cover all issues and 
uniformity on a national level is still lacking on important issues such as legal guarantees, unfair contract 
terms, notification of the lack of conformity, remedies, product/service liability and digital content3.

Ecommerce Europe strongly believes that remaining gaps in the European consumer protection legisla-
tion for cross-border e-commerce should be solved by full harmonization through mandatory instruments. 
Therefore, although having some strong concerns about certain provisions, Ecommerce Europe welcomes 
the recent proposals of the European Commission for a Directive on certain aspects concerning contracts 

2. For more in depth recommendations, please download our Position Paper on Consumer Policies (March 2016) at 
 http://www.ecommerce-europe.eu/position-papers
3. Please refer to point 5, page 7 for our recommendations on the Consumer Rights Directive
      

•   Full harmonization and a real Single Market for all cross-border sales 

   (the potential role of the Digital Contract Proposals)

•   Simplify consumer rules so that they can easily be understood by both    

     consumers and SMEs

•   Develop a simple, standard information form on consumer rights and obligations

•   Stimulate the use of Rome I as a last resort and safeguard for consumers

•   Evaluate the Consumer Rights Directive rapidly

•   Support industry-led Trustmark schemes for B2C e-commerce

•   Promote Advanced Dispute Resolution and Online Dispute Resolution
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5. COM(2015) 634 final - 2015/0287(COD)

for the online and other distance sales of tangible goods  and for a Directive on certain aspects concerning 
contracts for the supply of digital content, bringing an almost uniform legal regime for the sales of tangible 
goods4 all over Europe and a uniform regime for the supply of digital content5.

The biggest concern for Ecommerce Europe - as already outlined above - is the exclusion of stationary 
sales (brick & mortar shops) from the scope of the proposal on tangible goods. Therefore, the scope of 
the proposed Directive on tangible goods should cover all B2C sales contracts where the goods are not 
provided for free. Like all consumer policies, it should cover online and offline, domestic and cross-border, 
stationary and distance sales.

2. Simplify consumer rules so that they can easily be understood by both consumers and SMEs
Consumers and merchants are often not fully aware of the legal aspects of their contractual relationship, 
because the applicable legal framework on consumer rights is too complex and tends to be only fully 
understood by legal specialists. The mandatory legal framework should enable the parties to focus on the 
main and basic characteristics of the contract, such as the identity of the trader and the consumer, the 
characteristics of the product or the service, the price, delivery time, method, costs and place, payment, 
after sales services, complaint system, ADR/ODR and redress. 

3. Develop a simple, standard information form on consumer rights and obligations
Ecommerce Europe advocates for transparency and an easy contracting between the parties involved. 
Explicit information obligations before, and at the time of the conclusion of the contract, should be restricted 
to information relevant to a proper and transparent conclusion of the contract. The current rules oblige 
merchants to provide large amounts of information to the consumer at an inconvenient or irrelevant time for 
the consumer. This leads to an information overload that does not contribute to the interest and protection 
of the consumer. The information obligations are also widespread throughout national and supranational 
legislation, and therefore not easily accessible to merchants and consumers.

Ecommerce Europe wants to work with European consumer organizations and the European Commission 
to develop standard information forms on consumer rights and obligations for the sale of tangible goods, 
the sale of services and the supply of digital content, that are also recognized as compliant with the manda-
tory information obligations by European and national authorities supervising consumer protection. Such 
standard information should preferably be accessible online for both traders and consumers on a 
centralized European platform. Information should be provided in an up-to-date version and in all languages 
of the EU. This will create, in a straightforward manner, awareness, guidance, clearance, knowledge and 
general acceptance of the mandatory rules, rights and obligations for both parties in the contract. 

“We are confident that the proposed directives - with the due adaptations proposed 
by Ecommerce Europe - will have the effect that rules will be uniform and easy to 
understand for both consumers and businesses, and this will help in fostering cross-
border e-commerce in Europe”

Marlene ten Ham, Secretary General 
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The standardized information will also provide a clear, objective insight into national differences for 
merchants trading as well as consumers buying cross-border, thus avoiding differences in explanation and 
lowering compliance costs in a practical way.

4. Stimulate the use of Rome I as a last resort and safeguard for consumers 
As long as full harmonization is not realized, a solution to the differences between national consumer legal 
systems may be found in a clarification of the meaning and consistent application of Article 6.2 of the Rome 
I Regulation6. This Regulation can also help to answer the question of which national provisions are appli-
cable to cross-border B2C contracts. 

Rome I should serve as a last resort for consumers purchasing cross-border, as it grants them at least 
the same protection and rights as in their own country and it ensures that the merchant will respect their 
mandatory rights. That is why the Rome I consumer regime should be used more frequently.

Merchants cannot, however, rely on national supervisory authorities and/or courts to explain Rome I in a 
consistent and uniform way. This creates legal uncertainty and a compliance risk which discourages many 
merchants from trading cross-border. The clarification of the meaning of Article 6.2 Rome I should lead to 
the conclusion that under Article 6.2 the applicable law is the law that parties have chosen in the contract, 
with respect for the mandatory rights that the consumer has in his/her country of residence. This would 
mean that the law of the merchant’s home country will most often be applicable and that the contract must 
be compliant with that national legal system. 

Respect for mandatory rights should therefore not explicitly mean that the contract has to be in compli-
ance with the legal system of the consumer’s country of residence, because this system is not chosen and 
thus not applicable. It should only mean that the merchant has to respect the mandatory provisions of the 
country of the consumer’s residence which give the consumer more contractual rights than under the appli-
cable legal system and on which the consumer appeals. It should also not explicitly mean that legislation on 
labeling, safety information, technical and other information of the destination country should be applicable 
to the goods and/or services sold cross-border. 

A true single market needs a free cross-border flow of goods and services and traders see differences in 
this kind of legislation as one of the biggest barriers to selling cross border. That is why Ecommerce Europe 
supports the mechanism of mutual recognition. A product that is compliant with the legislation on labeling, 
safety information, technical and other information of the (EU) country of origin, should automatically be 
recognized as compliant with the legislation of all other EU countries.

5. Evaluate the Consumer Rights Directive rapidly
Ecommerce Europe recognizes and welcomes the important steps made by the introduction and imple-
mentation of the CRD on the road towards one single market with fully harmonized consumer legislation.  
Despite the published guidance, the CRD is, however, not able to sufficiently harmonize consumer legis-
lation throughout the EU. Interpretations of various provisions differ across Member States, and the Direc-
tive does not cover all aspects of consumer protection. Moreover, some provisions do not correspond to 
common practices and business models in e-commerce and need to be corrected. The CRD should there-
fore be evaluated as rapidly as possible with the aim of achieving full harmonization of consumer protection.
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“Buyers are still wary of untrustworthy and unreliable traders. Loss of sales and falls 
in revenue are the consequences. A respectable trustmark can offer the opportunity 
to demonstrate to potential customers that the web shop is trustworthy and that 
they comply with the law. Online traders with an online trustmark will stand out 
from the competition.”

Annegret Mayer, Chair of the Trustmark Committee

6. Support industry-led Trustmark schemes for B2C e-commerce
Ecommerce Europe believes that a pan-European Trustmark scheme is a powerful tool to stimulate trust 
in online cross-border transactions and that, in a landscape with multiple trustmarks being developed, it is 
important that European legislators give their support to the most reliable and accessible schemes, such as

the Ecommerce Europe Trustmark. The Ecommerce Europe 
Trustmark is non-profit and based upon self-regulation, 
and has been developed in close cooperation with national 
consumer organizations. Over 10,000 certified online shops 
in 11 countries can join the Ecommerce Europe Trustmark for 
free. The objective of the Ecommerce Europe Trustmark is to 
stimulate cross-border online sales through better protection 
for consumers and merchants, by establishing one European 
set of rules and by ensuring clear communication on these 
rules. The Ecommerce Europe Trustmark is the only pan-
European trustmark with its own consumer-friendly complaints 
handling system and that is free for members of participating 
national associations. The Ecommerce Europe Trustmark is 
available at: http://www.ecommercetrustmark.eu

The Ecommerce Europe Trustmark has a clear and recognizable label. By clicking on it, the consumer 
will be led to the Code of Conduct and a clear explanation of his or her rights and the commitments of the 
merchant. The Code of Conduct includes, for instance, the commitment of the merchant to be clear and 
transparent on the offer and prices before the consumer begins the order process, and the commitment of 
the merchant to offer the client transparent, easily acceptable and safe payment methods. The Ecommerce 
Europe Trustmark Code of Conduct is available at: http://www.ecommercetrustmark.eu

7. Promote Advanced Dispute Resolution and Online Dispute Resolution
Ecommerce Europe has been closely involved in the development process of the European Online 
Dispute Resolution (ODR) system which is now accessible for both consumers and traders at the website  
ec.europa.eu/odr. With its own Trustmark, Ecommerce Europe has already developed an online complaints 
handling system in the language of the consumer, the “Trustmark Service Center”, which complies with 
current EU legislation. 
Ecommerce Europe hopes that the ODR system, that has been accessible since 15 February 2016, will 
provide for a comprehensive, easily accessible, transparent, easy to handle and low cost handling system 
that can be adopted and referred to in the Ecommerce Europe Trustmark system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON DATA PROTECTION AND 
E-PRIVACY7

1. Harmonize privacy and data protection legislation while recognizing the potential of innovation
Ecommerce Europe fully supports the harmonization of European data protection legislation. However, 
any new or updated legislation should be implemented without causing unreasonable costs and/or 
administrative burdens to online merchants, and especially to SMEs. To keep the European e-commerce 
sector competitive, legislation should recognize the economic potential of recent technical developments in 
information collection and analysis - such as profiling, data driven marketing and the use of cookies - which 
stimulate business innovation and provide opportunities for merchants to optimize personalization and 
further tailor their businesses to new consumer demands. Profiling of normal personal data without a legal 
effect or harm concerning the data subject should be recognized as normal processing of personal data, 
possible without special or new specific regulation. 

2. Ensure the new EU Data Protection framework (GDPR) will be future-proof 
After having analyzed the text of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), adopted by the LIBE 
Committee of the European Parliament on 15 December 2015, Ecommerce Europe notes that some provi-
sions will be beneficial for the e-commerce sector in Europe, while others could expose online merchants 
to excessive burdens.

The GDPR is an essential pillar of the Digital Single Market and therefore Ecommerce Europe calls upon 
the European policy makers to ensure, in these very last stages, that the new EU Data Protection frame-
work will be future-proof. Ecommerce Europe is glad to see that EU legislators managed to reach an agree-
ment on the principle of “unambiguous consent” for the processing of personal data. Adopting the principle 
of “explicit consent” would have had a very negative effect on the e-commerce market by increasing costs 
for online merchants for processing non-sensitive personal data without giving any extra protection to 
consumers.

•   Harmonize privacy and data protection legislation while recognizing the    

 potential  of innovation

•   Ensure the new EU Data Protection framework (GDPR) will be future-proof

•   Preliminary recommendations in view of the revision of the E-Privacy 

 Directive7

•   Move forward with e-identification and authentication
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Ecommerce Europe believes that satisfactory agreements on other important provisions for the 
e-commerce sector have been reached. For instance, SMEs will be exempt from an obligation to appoint 
a Data Protection Officer (DPO) where data processing is not their core business activity. Ecommerce 
Europe is also pleased to see that the right to be forgotten is no longer seen as an extra right separate from 
the right to erasure, but is incorporated into the latter.

However, Ecommerce Europe is alarmed by the fact that companies violating the GDPR will face fines 
of up to 4% of their total worldwide annual turnover from the preceding financial year. Such an excessive 
rate could effectively destroy a business, while having fines limited to 2% maximum and the maximum fine 
only applicable in the case of very severe and harmful infringements, would have been a more balanced 
provision. Concerning data portability, Ecommerce Europe stresses that even if it supports it in principle, 
such a right should not expose data controllers to unreasonable administrative burdens.

3. Preliminary recommendations in view of the revision of the E-Privacy Directive7

Ecommerce Europe welcomes the upcoming revision of the E-Privacy Directive 2002/58/EC. It is crucial, 
during the process of revision of this directive, that European legislators recognize the important role that 
electronic communications and data-driven marketing play in the business model of online merchants.

Also, Ecommerce Europe asks European policy makers to maintain an integrated approach towards data 
protection and privacy in order to avoid double regulation, as some rules related to E-Privacy will already 
be included in the General Data Protection Regulation, once adopted. 

Allow for easy communication between merchants and consumers
Many online merchants have no other resources to communicate with potential clients than the contact 
data they received from the consumer in the course of an online relationship. If they had to limit their 
electronic communication to client relationships in which they came to a contract on the sale of a good, 
service or digital content, many e-commerce business models would cease to exist. When there is no online 
relationship with the consumer, electronic commercial messages should be allowed only with prior 
unambiguous consent of the consumer. 

Therefore, Ecommerce Europe supports the idea that an online merchant should be allowed to contact the 
consumer in an unsolicited way with electronic commercial messages regarding all his or her products, 
services or digital content (naturally always including an easy opt-out mechanism for the consumer), 

7. For more in depth recommendations, please download our Position Paper on Data Protection & Privacy (November 2015) 
 at http://www.ecommerce-europe.eu/position-papers 

“Ecommerce Europe welcomes the recent adoption by the plenary of the European 
Parliament of the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which happened 
in April 2016. We notice that some provisions of the adopted text will be definitely 
beneficial for the e-commerce sector in Europe - such as the risk-based approach 
and the unambiguous consent for processing non-sensitive personal data - but at 
the same time other provisions could expose online merchants to excessive burdens, 
such as the high level of fine rates in case of breaches of the GDPR.”

Léon Mölenberg, Senior Policy Advisor
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provided that there is a prior online relationship between the consumer and merchant related to the orienta-
tion of and the purchase or delivery of goods, services or digital content by this merchant. In the upcoming 
revision of the E-Privacy Directive, Ecommerce Europe also asks European regulators to clarify the defini-
tion/concept of “electronic message”, to be ready for all the innovative solutions that have been developed 
in the meantime and will be developed in the future, such as advertisement messages through instant chat 
apps, e.g. WhatsApp.  

Update cookie rules
Ecommerce Europe believes that the current cookie rules are a suboptimal solution for both the online 
merchant and the consumer, and cause substantial compliance costs for businesses. Therefore, Ecom-
merce Europe recommends that European policy makers take into consideration the evaluation of the 
cookie rules in view of the revision of the E-Privacy Directive. The association also advocates for a reform 
of such rules towards a more practical and transparent instrument which is easy and affordable to comply 
with, especially for smaller web shops.

4. Move forward with e-identification and authentication
The mutual recognition and interoperability of national e-ID systems could provide a significant boost for 
security, convenience and trust in the e-commerce market. For merchants, it is fundamental to verify the 
identity of the consumer for many reasons. Having e-Identification schemes based on real IDs verified 
by governments or other trusted parties would help to reduce cybercrime and fraud, and would allow for 
effective age verification - which would be useful for age-dependent services such as online gambling or 
certain products or services (e.g. alcohol, tobacco and medication). For consumers, properly functioning 
and reliable e-Identification can help secure their online identities and will increase trust and convenience 
in (cross-border) online shopping. The interoperability of national electronic identification schemes across 
borders is, however, still in its infancy. Ecommerce Europe therefore calls upon national governments to 
encourage the development of interoperable e-identity systems and to notify their electronic identification 
schemes to the European Commission in order to move towards the mutual recognition and acceptance of 
pan-European e-identification.
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CROSS-BORDER BARRIER 2: TAXATION (VAT)
Ecommerce Europe asks for the creation of a level playing field through simplified VAT registra-
tion and fair taxation policy without administrative burdens for SMEs.

Different taxation systems, VAT rates and/or customs still represent a difficult barrier to overcome when 
going cross-border for 48% of companies selling abroad, therefore a similar rate compared to Ecommerce 
Europe’s figures for 2015 (43%). 

Concrete examples indicated by companies are: high VAT-related accounting and administrative costs; 
difficult VAT registration and declaration procedures; legal uncertainty and general unawareness of VAT 
rules; lack of information on VAT rules; difficulties in dealing with foreign taxation authorities (i.e. language); 
practical problems in displaying the correct final price including the correct VAT rate.

Description: Perceived level of difficulty for companies selling cross-border.

Source: Ecommerce Europe, Preliminary analysis of the Cross-border E-commerce Barometer 2016.
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON VAT

1. Harmonize VAT rates as much as possible 
The European Union currently has more than 75 different VAT rates and there is a difference of 10 percen-
tage points between the Member States with the lowest VAT rate (Luxembourg, 17%) and the highest 
(Hungary, 27%). This creates a serious disturbance of the level playing field that is needed to foster cross-
border trade and to complete the internal market. In the long run, a harmonized European VAT system 
would greatly stimulate the development of cross-border e-commerce. 

2. Support the European Commission’s plans to modernize VAT for cross-border e-commerce
Ecommerce Europe welcomes and supports the plans of the European Commission as announced in May 
2015 in its Digital Single Market Strategy, as they have the potential to simplify VAT rules, especially for 
SMEs and reduce VAT-related costs for business such as for accounting, registration and declaration (see 
paragraphs below for more details).

“The European Commission has recently published its Action Plan on VAT. With 
this Action Plan, we are confident that this reform of the European VAT landscape 
will be a first good step towards more simplified and less expensive VAT rules for 
e-commerce as the Commission sets out immediate and urgent actions to tackle the 
VAT gap as well as to adapt and update the system to the requirements of the digital 
economy.”  

Marlene ten Ham, Secretary General 

•   Harmonize VAT rates as much as possible
•   Support the European Commission’s plans to modernize VAT for cross-border   
   e-commerce
•   Extend the Mini-One-Stop-Shop to all goods and services sold online
•   Facilitate competition and cross-border trade for SMEs by establishing a 
   common  European VAT-threshold for the destination principle
•   Remove anticompetitive VAT-related exemption measures
•   Ensure a global level playing field by coordinating taxation of the digital    
   economy within the OECD
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3. Extend the Mini-One-Stop-Shop to all goods and services sold online
Many merchants, especially SMEs, have little knowledge of the fiscal demands of supranational and cross-
border trade, limiting the potential of the Single Market. Ecommerce Europe believes that the Mini-One-
Stop-Shop already in place for telecom, broadcasting and electronic (TBE) services is a good start, and 
could easily be expanded to all products (both tangible goods and services) sold online. Online shops 
would greatly benefit from making a single declaration and payment for VAT in their own country. It would 
simplify procedures and reduce costs for companies.

4. Facilitate competition and cross-border trade for SMEs by establishing a common European 
VAT-threshold for the destination principle
Introducing common EU-wide simplification measures, which basically means a VAT threshold under which 
no registration in other Member States or to the One-Stop-Shop is required for cross-border supplies, 
would help smaller and start-up e-commerce businesses by removing the need to invest disproportionate 
resources in verifying the home base of the consumer and calculating and displaying individual prices.  
It would also bring clarity to the market and foster fair competition. The level of such a threshold should be 
carefully assessed, considering the sensitivity of this matter for national governments. 

5. Remove anticompetitive VAT-related exemption measures
EU businesses are at a competitive disadvantage as non-EU suppliers can supply VAT-free goods to consu-
mers in the European Union under the current exemption for imports of small consignments. According to 
the preliminary figures from the ongoing European Commission’s study on VAT obstacles to cross-border 
e-commerce, almost 150 million VAT-free consignments were imported in 2015. That is why Ecommerce 
Europe supports the Commission’s plans to remove the VAT exemption for imports of small consignments 
from non-EU suppliers.

6. Ensure a global level playing field by coordinating taxation of the digital economy 
within the OECD
To create a truly competitive market, base erosion and profit shifting by large digital companies should be 
prevented. While the negotiations on international taxation at the OECD level are ongoing, the European 
Union can already publish guidelines to ensure at least a level playing field at the European level. As the 
digital economy is becoming more entwined with the rest of the economy, Member States should act upon 
their responsibility to contribute to a fair and transparent taxation system.
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CROSS-BORDER BARRIER 3: E-LOGISTICS/
DISTRIBUTION
Ecommerce Europe asks for innovation and stimulation of the parcel delivery market through the 
creation of an interoperable Europe-wide delivery system.

E-commerce is fundamentally changing postal and parcel markets. Global commerce streams revolutio-
nize shopping, but the current parcel streams are ill-fitted to accommodate this. Logistics and distribution 
represent a difficult barrier to tackle for 33% of the companies selling abroad. Even though, compared to 
Ecommerce Europe’s figures for 2015 (44%) the situation has slightly improved, online merchants indicate 
the following barriers which still remain: 
- Absence of a global level playing field among service providers;
- Lack of standardized interface specifications for the exchange of data and harmonization of labeling;
- Lack of information on differences in service and standards;
- In some cases, lack of track and trace services: leading consumers to request information from  
 merchants or consumers unjustifiably claiming that a package has not arrived; 
- Prolonged delivery times throughout Europe: in particular, for non-express services; 
- Customs and VAT administration: too complicated, rules vary greatly;
- Reverse logistics: especially problematic for small volumes;
- Pricing - lack of transparency and competition.

Description: Perceived level of difficulty for companies selling cross-border.
Source: Ecommerce Europe, Preliminary analysis of the Cross-border E-commerce Barometer 2016 
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“E-commerce merchants already operate in a consumer-centric way, and therefore 
have the same interest at heart: To deliver in a timely, inexpensive, and consistent 
manner. What neither consumers nor merchants care about is which delivery 
provider shows up at the consumer’s door.”
César Tello, Chair of the e-Logistics Working Group

Digitization is changing current delivery value chains with a direct impact on costs and business models. 
Online commerce shifts the focus of delivery to the demands and needs of the modern consumer. The 
distinction between “courier” “express” and “postal” has become irrelevant, and borders become obsolete.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON E-LOGISTICS

Delivery providers need to bridge the gap to their consumers, the e-commerce merchants. It is time the deli-
very market is shaped from the consumer’s - not sender’s - point of view. Failure to meet the e-commerce 
sector’s demands is not an option: enterprises who generate demand amongst consumers have already 
proven that they have the means and resources to facilitate delivery themselves. In turn, the e-commerce 
sector takes up its role in providing sustainable solutions in the supply chain to ensure consumer demand 
will continue to grow.

To harmonize the currently fragmented market and to diminish the distortion of the market, collaboration of 
all stakeholders in the sector (online merchants, delivery service providers, regulators, solution providers, 
customer organizations) on all levels is necessary. Open and interoperable standards should be the norm.

1. Create a global level playing field among service providers
There is an absence of a global playing field among service providers. Costs and subsidies should be 
tailored to current reality (i.e. not listing China as a developing country, leaving Europe to be flooded 
with cheaper parcels via Chinese post, and others currently benefitting from an outdated UPU termina-
tion fee system, granting development aid like subsidies to the disadvantage of online trade in Europe 
and North-America). Combining this approach with speedier decision-making, a faster response to market 
demands, an integrated approach to product development and remuneration systems, and connecting 

•   Create a global level playing field among service providers
•   Provide merchants with more negotiating power on prices through 
   transparency and access
•   Support open IT-standards for labeling, interfaces and databases
•   Stimulate sustainable solutions
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wider postal sector players with products and services at all levels, is the recipe for successful, high quality 
postal services. 

2. Provide merchants with more negotiating power on prices through transparency and access
Ecommerce Europe is convinced that high-performance European delivery is a key driver of success for 
web merchants and their business models. Merchants and consumers need a Europe-wide delivery system 
with open standards for labeling and data interfaces to carrier data in order to create more innovation and 
greater transparency in the logistics chain. Additionally, more options are needed, including different offers, 
alternative affordable delivery options, more flexibility, more information and transparency from delivery 
service providers. 

3. Support open IT-standards for labeling, interfaces and databases
By not just participating in all relevant institutional stakeholder groups but also placing the e-commerce 
sector’s demands on the agenda (for example towards the Istanbul Congress of the UPU), Ecommerce 
Europe’s voice should be clearly heard. Ecommerce Europe has taken an active role to determine how 
cross-border e-commerce should develop by assuming Chairmanship of several institutional committees 
(like the CEN Standardization Committee on Postal Services – TC331, its current Work Item 109 (“Postal 
services – Harmonised label and Interfaces for cross border parcels”)). Moreover, by actively contributing 
to the content of the next implementing decision of the European Commission on a standardization request 
to CEN under mandate of the EU8 Ecommerce Europe actively brings stakeholders together to discuss 
and make changes concerning how to cater to online merchants’ needs and achieve more innovation and 
transparency in the logistics chain.

4. Stimulate sustainable solutions
Ecommerce Europe fully supports the harmonization of European data protection legislation. However, 
any new or updated legislation should be implemented without causing unreasonable costs and/or admi-
nistrative burdens for online merchants, and especially for SMEs. To keep the European e-commerce 
sector competitive, legislation should recognize the economic potential of recent technical developments in 
information collection and analysis - such as profiling, data driven marketing and the use of cookies - which 
stimulate business innovation and provide opportunities for merchants to optimize personalization and 
further tailor their businesses to new consumer demands. Profiling of normal personal data without a legal 
effect or harm concerning the data subject should be recognized as normal processing of personal data, 
possible without special or new specific regulation. 

8. COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION (EU) …/… of XXX on a standardisation request to the European Committee of 
 Standardisation as regards postal services and the improvement of quality of service in support of Directive 97/67/EC of the 
 European Parliament and of the Council of 15 December 1997

“Over the past 4 years, the global postal network has shifted from an analogue to a 
digital base. This mirrors changes in the commercial world with business increasingly 
relying on real-time connectivity. Digitalization is breaking down current delivery 
value chains into their constituent – and exchangeable - parts. This directly impacts 
cost and business models.”

Walter Trezek, Vice-Chair of the e-Logistics Working Group
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ANOTHER BARRIER TO CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE: 
E-PAYMENTS 
Ecommerce Europe calls for the swift creation of a pan-European framework for online payments 
which leaves room for innovation at a fair cost. 

According to the preliminary figures of the Barometer, 15% of merchants indicates that online payments are 
a problematic area when selling cross-border. Compared to last year (25%), it seems that the situation has 
improved. However, concrete barriers linked to online payments across the European Union still persist:
- High costs: burdensome interchange fees and processing fees of banks and third party payment provi- 
 ders still prevail - especially for convenient and easy-to-use payment solutions;
- Identification of the consumer: a lack of uniform electronic identification system forces consumers and  
 merchants to go through a burdensome process of consumer authentication and identification;
- Complicated check out process: conversion is lost because consumers leave the process prematurely 
when authorization and authentication requires too many steps (registration, two or multi-factor authentica-
tion, tokens, etc.). This becomes an even bigger problem for mobile shoppers, who already tend to leave 
the process after the first step.

It is crucial that consumers can pay and check out with their preferred method during the online shop-
ping process. This payment method should be interoperable among channels, devices and borders. It is 
equally crucial that the merchant acquires certainty about the identity of the consumer for a fast check-out. 
To enhance trust in the online world, solutions need to be secure and trustworthy. 

“Both consumers and online merchants need to be ensured of secure and reliable 
payments, and we look forward to working together with regulators to shape 
technical guidelines that guarantee this safety. Nevertheless, the new rules should 
not lead to excessive costs or efforts for merchants and consumers. Research has 
shown that many consumers will leave the check-out process when a payment 
becomes too complicated.”

Paul Alfing, Chair of the e-Payments Working Committee
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON E-PAYMENTS 

1. Facilitate interoperability of payment systems between all Member States and all online devices 
The fast pace of mobile (m-)commerce growth is helping to drive overall e-commerce growth. We urge 
European policy makers to facilitate this growth in their design of all payments-related policies. In order to 
foster cross-border trade, interoperability between payment systems of Member States is equally essen-
tial. There should be an integral approach to the payment systems market in order to produce future-proof 
legislation. Regulatory action should only be undertaken where the market itself is unable to come up with 
integrated solutions. 

2. Stand up for a secure and innovative European payments market 
Ecommerce Europe welcomes the adoption of the revised Payment Services Directive. Third-party Payment 
Providers (TPPs), one-click-buy options, wallet solutions and other innovations can accelerate product 
development and stimulate cross-border purchases as long as they adhere to the same security standards 
that regular merchants provide. Innovations in online banking solutions should be stimulated, as they can 
facilitate mobile payments and merge online, offline, cloud, and P2P payments. We urge policy makers 
to demand adequate communication by the issuing banks and third parties developing the services when 
implementing this new ‘class’ of payments. We risk confusing the market if the services and rules of liability 
are not positioned properly.

3. Introduce a risk based approach to securitization to preserve merchants’ business models
For online merchants, successful and interoperable e-payment innovations pay attention to three 
basic principles: reach, conversion, and cost. Too strict securitization and authentication requirements 
only pay attention to the risk for the banks and are detrimental to the merchant’s reach and conver-
sion. Merchants should be able to choose other ways of identifying the consumer in payment trans-
actions, so that business models based upon a merchant - consumer trust relationship can be preserved.

•   Facilitate interoperability of payment systems between all Member States and 
   all online devices
•   Stand up for a secure and innovative European payments market
•   Introduce a risk based approach to securitization to preserve merchants’ 
   business models
•   Expand the Payment Services Directive II and EBA Security Guidelines to include   
   “multi-factor authentication”
•   Lower card payment costs for consumers and retailers
•   Facilitate SEPA Direct Debit through a pan-European e-mandate
•   Prioritize facilitating instant guarantee of payment before instant crediting 
   of payment
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Regulation which only focuses on strong authentication methods prevents innovation by removing the 
incentive for PSPs to invest in new, frictionless authentication methods. The latter are expected to be more 
in line with check-out experiences fit for the shopping experience of the future, such as mobile commerce. 
And, leaving room for new solutions provides the industry with the ability to respond to cyber-attacks. 
Possible effects for merchants are:
- Risk of lower conversion: Current authentication (such as 3D Secure) will not be enough, because  
 the obligations are extended towards direct debits and credit transfers. 3DS will be adapted to 2 factor  
 authentication (2FA) in the coming years, but developments take time. This may mean that deployed  
 solutions may take many years to follow. The fact that more credentials or actions are requested from 
consumers in the check-out process creates a risk of confusion among consumers, or worse a negative 
effect on conversion caused by overly stringent authentication. 
- Enforcement implementation of authentication: Payment Service Providers (PSPs) and acquirers  
 will have to force their merchants to implement authentication. Failing to do so might eventually lead  
to merchants losing their processing contract from European PSPs and acquirers. As a result, merchants 
may move to non-EU service providers.

4. Expand the Payment Services Directive II and EBA Securiy Guidelines to include “multi-factor 
authentication” 
Online merchants’ conversion rate heavily depends on the delicate balance between security and conveni-
ence. The perception of an inconvenient check-out experience caused byoverly stringent authentication 
can risk impacting upon merchants’ conversion rates. Ecommerce Europe recommends expanding the 
definition of “strong authentication” to include “multi-factor authentication” methods. It is essential for the 
growth of e-commerce that regulation facilitates and stimulates innovative authentication methods rather 
than focusing on only one method.

5. Lower card payment costs for consumers and retailers
Ecommerce Europe believes that multilateral interchange fees (MIFs) hinder competition and innovation 
and welcomes the introduced caps on the interchange fees as they will reduce costs for online merchants 
and consumers. National governments should implement the MIF Regulation with a fixed cap instead of a 
weighted average, as the calculation of a weighted average is not transparent. Moreover, it allows for inter-
change fees of higher than 0.2% for debit transactions, and would adversely affect small merchants who 
are unable to benefit from acquiring. 

6. Facilitate SEPA Direct Debit through a pan-European e-mandate
Ecommerce Europe calls upon all stakeholders in the payments industry to introduce a viable and inter-
operable e-mandate solution. An e-mandate, or SEPA direct debit, is an attractive and cost effective way 
of paying in specific situations, such as recurring payments. Legislators are asked to provide clarity on the 
status of non-bank solutions to enhance use.

7. Prioritize facilitating instant guarantee of payment before instant crediting of payment
Ecommerce Europe supports the development of an instant payment scheme by the European Payments 
Council (EPC) but testifies that merchants’ main interest lies in an instant guarantee of payment instead 
of an instant crediting of payment. Policy makers are urged to address key issues of an instant payment 
scheme: messages of confirmation of payment, maximum time of transaction, maximum values for trans-
actions, and mandatory minimum performance requirements. 
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OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS ON CROSS-BORDER 
E-COMMERCE 

FRAMING THE GEO-BLOCKING DEBATE IN THE RIGHT 
TERMS9 

Consumer differentiation and consumer discrimination - based on his/her location - are two distinctly 
different phenomena.

1. Endorse online merchants’ right to economic and contractual freedom 
In light of the current discussions on geo-blocking, Ecommerce Europe wants to draw the attention of 
European legislators to the importance of recognizing online merchants’ fundamental rights to economic 
and contractual freedom and freedom of entrepreneurial activity based on reasonable grounds. This also 
means that an individual company may decide not to sell or deliver to a consumer in another Member State 
or apply a different price for the same product sold online.

European policy makers should take into account that consumer differentiation - based on their location 
- does not mean consumer discrimination per se. A differentiation in price and conditions can already 
be justified under the so-called ‘objective criteria’ of Article 20.2 of the Services Directive. Nevertheless, 
Ecommerce Europe believes - in principle - that consumers buying products and/or services online 
should not be subject to restrictive business practices when there are no grounds for the seller to do so. 

9. For more in depth recommendations, please download our Position Paper on Geo-blocking (February 2016) 
 at http://www.ecommerce-europe.eu/position-papers

“It is essential that in the ‘geo-blocking’ debate EU legislators will recognize the 
fundamental rights to economic and contractual freedom of online merchants, based 
on reasonable grounds. Imposing an obligation on merchants to sell everywhere in 
the EU would be an unreasonable policy option which could potentially kill many 
businesses.” 

Marc Lolivier, Chair of the e-Regulations Working Committee 

•   Endorse online merchants’ right to economic and contractual freedom
•   Use better enforcement and clarification existing legislation as a possible 
   solution
•   Limit the scope of an eventual legislative initiative to unjustified practices only
•   Acknowledge that many practices should not to be considered as geo-blocking 
   in the strict sense
•   Carefully assess costs and effects of imposing an eventual obligation on 
   business to sell to every EU consumer
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4. Acknowledge that many practices should not to be considered as geo-blocking in the strict sense
However, Ecommerce Europe does not consider it geo-blocking in the strict sense when an online merchant 
reroutes consumers while giving them the option to return to the initial website if they prefer to do so. Online 
merchants mostly reroute to give consumers a better, tailor-made shopping experience - for instance, in 
their own language and currency. Ecommerce Europe views this practice as personalization, not discrimi-
nation. 

Differentiation in price and conditions for the online sale of the same product or service - based on the 
location of the consumer - should also be considered justified if supported by objective reasons, such as 
differing legal frameworks across the EU or fraud risks linked to online payments. Ecommerce Europe thus 
asks European legislators to create, in consultation with the e-commerce industry, a clear set of guide-
lines on which practices are always allowed and justified. This would create more legal certainty for online 
merchants and, in turn, boost the growth of cross-border e-commerce. 

5. Carefully assess costs and effects of imposing an eventual obligation on business to sell to every 
EU consumer 
Ecommerce Europe understands that a policy option being considered by the European Commission is to 
oblige online merchants to sell to everywhere in the EU, but with the right for the trader not to deliver every-
where. European policy makers should pay careful attention to the effects that this obligation would have on 
the e-commerce sector. In practice, it could only work if the online trader is obliged to sell to every consumer 
in the EU, with the caveat that the consumer accepts having the product delivered within the geographical 
area covered by the merchant. In any case, Ecommerce Europe considers that forcing online merchants to 
deliver everywhere in the EU would be a nonsensical and unreasonable option.

2. Use better enforcement and clarification existing legislation as a possible solution 
Ecommerce Europe stresses that new legislation on geo-blocking is not strictly necessary, given that 
unjustified practices could also be addressed by better enforcement and clarification of already existing 
legislation, particularly Article 20.2 of the Services Directive (the principle of non-discrimination). Should 
new legislation emerge, however, Ecommerce Europe urges the European Commission to base this 
on an appropriate definition of geo-blocking, ensuring that only unjustified practices will be forbidden.

3. Limit the scope of an eventual legislative initiative to unjustified practices only
A new legislative proposal should focus mainly on the issue of geo-blocking in the strict sense. In the view 
of Ecommerce Europe, this occurs when access to a web shop is totally blocked based on the location of 
the consumer without legal justification - age restrictions for minors, for example - or when a consumer is 
forcibly rerouted without having the choice to go back to the website which he or she prefers. In principle, 
Ecommerce Europe considers the above-mentioned practices as unjustified, unless the trader has legal 
grounds to use them.
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10. For more in depth recommendations, please download our Position Paper on Online Platforms (April 2016) 
 at http://www.ecommerce-europe.eu/position-papers  

•   Acknowledge the fact that there is no single definition of “online platforms”
•   Avoid unnecessary, burdensome rules if the current legal framework can 
   already offer sufficient solutions

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE INCREASING ROLE OF ONLINE 
PLATFORMS IN THE E-COMMERCE SECTOR10 
Ecommerce Europe wants to contribute to a better understanding of online platforms and the crucial 
role they play in modern online sales.

1. Acknowledge the fact that there is no single definition of “online platforms”
In light of the current discussion on “online platforms”, European policy makers should take into account 
that there is no single definition of online platforms which covers the variety of online platforms and the diffe-
rences between five categories identified by Ecommerce Europe for the purpose of this discussion: online 
marketplaces, online shopping malls, comparison tools, search engines and intermediaries. 

Ecommerce Europe believes that it is more appropriate to recognize, understand and focus on the different 
functions, characters, the parties involved, the different contractual relations emerging in such an electronic 
environment and the eventual problems arising on the different types of platforms, than trying to cover all 
these elements in one single definition. Also, the definition of online platform should not cover normal web 
shops and internet retailers that sell only their own products or services. Online shops in which sellers - 
under their own name, risk and liability - provide for goods, services and/or digital content - be it manufac-
tured, produced or provided for by themselves or by third parties - to consumers or other businesses (direct 
sellers or resellers) should be left outside the scope of the definition, the investigation and the analysis of 
the European Commission.

“Online platforms should be seen as a driver of Europe’s socio-economic development 
in the digital era, especially in e-commerce, and not as a danger. We support the 
thorough analysis made by the European Commission on platforms and such an 
analysis should ensure sound political understanding of online platforms’ individual 
and dynamic character, and the benefits they bring to consumers in the online 
distribution of goods, services and digital content.”

Léon Mölenberg, Senior Policy Advisor
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2. Avoid unnecessary, burdensome rules if the current legal framework can already offer sufficient 
solutions
Considering the different types and functions of the various platforms, Ecommerce Europe prefers a 
vertical/sectorial approach rather than a horizontal/general approach. In the analysis of online platforms, it 
is recommended to refer to and use as much as possible the terminology and concepts already existing in 
the European legal framework on consumer contracts and protection, electronic communication, compe-
tition, privacy and data protection. Ecommerce Europe strongly recommends avoiding unnecessary legal 
complexity and creating new rules to solve problems for which existing rules already provide for sufficient 
solutions. 

Ecommerce Europe developed in-depth recommendations and explanations of the peculiarities of the 
above-mentioned 5 categories of online platforms. Please refer to the recently published Ecommerce 
Europe Position Paper on Online Platforms.

ENSURE FAIR COMPETITION
Strengthen pan-European action for fair competition which takes a dynamic approach and is focused on 
entry opportunities for SMEs and start-ups

Stimulate innovation and the entry of new players into the market
The European e-commerce sector can only remain competitive on a global scale when competition enforce-
ment takes a dynamic approach and gives priority to entry possibilities for newcomers (SMEs and start-ups) 
while protecting consumers. Innovation policy and financing schemes should not fear disruption but 
recognize the major opportunities for growth and jobs that lie in the internet economy. 
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